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Providing employees with an affordable way to access the latest technology through our 
scheme delivers benefits across a range of key business drivers:

• Improved IT literacy and relevant digital skills for your workforce that can translate into 
the workplace

• Better mobilisation and flexible working opportunities through the promotion of 
mobile technology

• Increased health and wellbeing through the promotion of devices such as smart 
watches, fitness trackers, blood pressure monitors and smart scales

• Improved financial wellbeing for lower-paid employees by providing an affordable 
solution to access new technology for them and their family

• Help with engagement, reward, attraction and retention of the best staff.

A benefit that aligns  
with core policiesLet’s Connect offer employees the latest in consumer technology from major 

manufacturers such as Apple, Samsung, Microsoft, HP, Sonos, Sony and more.

Offering employees access to spread the cost on the very latest in desirable technology 
to enhance their home and lifestyle, is a worthwhile and valued benefit.

Let’s Connect are specialists in delivering these schemes over many years, to many clients 
across both public and private sectors.

Through salary sacrifice, employees exchange a portion of their gross salary in payment 
for a tablet, computer, Smart TV, games console, Smartphone or similar, typically over a 
24 or 36 months period, making savings in National Insurance. Schemes that run via a net 
pay arrangement are also available.

This exciting offering helps deliver a wider employee engagement strategy due to the 
desirability of the products and popularity of the benefit.

About Let’s Connect

Please note – actual product range may differ depending on scheme design, employee spending limit and employer preferences. The 
range is constantly reviewed to ensure the latest products are offered.

About Let's ConnectReturn to contents page – click here

About Let's Connect Offer your employees a convenient way to 
access new technology and spread the cost 
through their salary
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iPads and tablets

iPad and tablets
With so many types of computer available and with the 
technological landscape always changing it can be hard 
to know what’s the right choice – it may be that the 
perfect tablet is all the computer you need! 

Tablets are smarter than ever, and many are now even 
more powerful than some laptop computers. Their ease 
of use, long battery life and portability mean they’re 
brilliant whether you’re on the sofa or on the move.

If you’re looking for something sleek and stylish to 
simply browse the internet, watch Netflix or keep the 
kids entertained, then we have a fantastic range of 
starter tablets like the brilliant iPad mini or the Microsoft 
Surface Go that may be the perfect choice for you.

Pro tablets for the professionals
If it’s power you’re after, then the new Surface Pro 7 or 
iPad Pro are ready to take your tablet experience to the 
next level. Both are comparable to the latest premium 
laptops and packed with the most advanced technology, 
ensuring they’re up to any task you throw at them.

Enhance your tablet package with a range of accessories 
including the incredible Apple Pencil for iPad. It’s great 
for drawing, sketching, colouring, taking notes, marking 
up emails and more. And it really is as easy and natural to 
use as a pencil!

Whether you’re looking to work or play, for power or 
portability, we’re bound to have a tablet solution to meet 
your needs.

Return to contents page – click here

The latest tablets from Apple and Microsoft are perfect for work or play

iPads and tablets The world is at your fingertips. Work, watch 
and play wherever you go with our collection 
of iPads and tablets
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iPads and tablets

iPad Pro
Introducing iPad Pro, Apple's latest iteration has everything you've come to love and expect 
from iPad and so much more. The edge-to-edge Liquid Retina display is not only gorgeous 
and immersive, but also features incredibly advanced technologies. Like ProMotion, True 
Tone and industry-leading colour accuracy, which make everything feel responsive and 
look stunning. It contains the smartest, most powerful chip Apple have ever made – the 
A12Z Bionic – so fast it outpaces most PC laptops available today. iPad Pro now comes with 

new Pro cameras including a 12MP Wide and a 10MP Ultra Wide lens to help you frame 
the perfect photo or video. And with the versatility of iPad Pro it's easy to 

shoot, edit and share 4K videos all on the same device. It will make 
you rethink what iPad is capable of.

Samsung Galaxy Tab S7
Meet the Galaxy Tab S7. Work and play on the ultra 
smooth 120Hz AMOLED display, powered by the most 
powerful chipset Samsung has released to date. 
Featuring the biggest battery on a Galaxy Tab, the 
S7 is built to not only last, but keep you going. Even 
after that, you don't have to power down. Power up 

and keep going with 45W Super Fast Charging. 

Get a PC-like experience with the snap of a keyboard, 
or use the ultra low latency S Pen to write like never 
before. An immersive tablet experience changing the 

way you work and play.

iPad Air Gen 4
An all-screen design, with a stunning Liquid Retina 
display. Featuring fast, easy and secure Touch ID. All 
powered by Apples most advanced chip ever – the A14 
Bionic. iPad Air does more than a computer in simpler, 
more magical ways. And now with more features and 
capabilities, it’s more versatile than ever.

With A14 Bionic, you have the power to bring your 
ideas to life. Shoot a 4K video, then edit it right on iPad 
Air. Use the Apple Pencil to paint and illustrate with 
dynamic brushes and subtle shading. And with the 
enhanced graphics and machine learning performance 
of A14 Bionic, you can unlock new creative possibilities 
with photo editing, music creation and more.

Microsoft Surface Pro 7
Surface Pro 7 is your endlessly adaptable tablet partner. 
Wherever you go, whatever you do, fuel your ideas 
with the power of next-gen Surface Pro 7 standing 
ready. With its powerful Intel® Core processor, Fast 
Charging, all-day battery and Instant On, get back to 

work whenever inspiration strikes.

Transform from tablet to laptop with the innovative, 
built-in Kickstand and additional Surface Signature 
Type Cover. Or Lower the Kickstand into Studio Mode 
for a natural writing and drawing angle with touch or 

the addition of the Surface Pen.

Apple Pencil is perfect 
for whenever inspiration 

strikes. Use it to jot down 
notes, paint a watercolour 

or design a building onsite. 
The second-generation Apple 

Pencil attaches magnetically 
with a satisfying snap onto 

the side of your iPad Pro. Once 
attached, it automatically pairs 

with your device and charges so 
you’re always ready to go.

Apple Pencil

Return to contents page – click here
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Windows 10 laptops 
and desktop PCs

Windows 10 laptops and desktop PCs

A laptop is more than just a computer – it’s an 
entertainment hub, social network, and a workspace  – 
whether you’re at home or on the move. We offer a 
wide range of the latest multimedia devices designed 
to take your productivity, creativity and entertainment 
to the next level and allow you to experience the best in 
graphics and gaming.

Can’t decide if you’re after a laptop or a tablet? Why not 
experience the best of both world with one of the latest 
convertible laptops? Seamlessly switch between laptop 
and tablet by removing or hiding the keyboard and go from 
word processing to touch-based web browsing in a flash. 

Computing at its cutting-edge best
If you’re looking for the desktop computing experience, 
then we have a fantastic range available including 
the latest All-in-Ones and powerful gaming rigs. 
All-in-One PCs are the latest innovation in desktop 
computing, bringing sophisticated style and exceptional 
performance together behind a single screen. If gaming 
is of high importance the latest gaming computers 
combine cutting-edge design and the industry’s latest 
hardware, ready to handle the most intensive games 
with ease. Whichever option you chose, the desktop PC 
experience has never looked so good.

So, whether you’re searching for a high-performance 
desktop with a powerful Core i7 processor or require the 
versatility and flexibility of a more compact, ultra-mobile 
laptop with detachable keyboard, we’re sure you’ll find 
the perfect solution to suit your needs.

Return to contents page – click here

Work, learn and stay connected with the latest laptop and desktop computers

Windows 10 laptops and desktop PCs The latest premium home computers and lap-
tops, perfect for work or play
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Microsoft Surface Book 3
The Surface Book 3 is a versatile laptop, powerful 
tablet and portable studio, all in one. A sleek, portable 
powerhouse with up to 17 hours of battery life. 
Detach the stunning PixelSense™ Display to transform 
Surface Book 3 into a thin, powerful and lightweight 
tablet that can be taken anywhere. Fold it into Studio 
Mode to draw and sketch comfortably and naturally. 

Surface Book 3 packs enough power to let you tackle 
anything you throw at it, let your artistic juices flow 
with your favourite creative software, or immerse 
yourself in that new game you've been itching to play. 
Surface Book 3 is more than up to the task.

Lenovo Yoga laptop
Every component of the Yoga was engineered with 
your experience in mind. This powerhouse 14-inch 
2-in-1 boasts the latest 10th Gen Intel® Core™ 
processing, epic battery life, and dazzling display 
options. Sleek, stylish, and loaded with smart 
features, it delivers robust performance that will 

amplify yours. 

With up to 18 hours of battery life, you could stay 
entertained on a flight from London to Barbados  – 
and in the taxi on the way to the hotel. If you do need 
a boost, just power off and charge for an hour, for up 

to 80% battery life.

Lenovo IdeaCentre  
All-In-One
With its sleek, modern stand and thin bezel display, 
the Lenovo IdeaCentre is designed to catch the 
eye. Fire it up and marvel at the way it handles 
everything with ease, quickly and smoothly. Even 
with the space-saving design, it can store plenty 
too, with enough hard drive space for thousands of 
movies, songs and photos. Whether it’s for work, 
entertainment, or family video-chats, this eye-
catching PC will look great in any room. All in all, this 
all-in-one makes the ideal home PC.

Windows 10 laptops and desktop PCs

Microsoft Surface Laptop 3
Slim and stylish, Surface Laptop 3 is capable of handling the most power hungry apps 
effortlessly and look good whilst doing it. With the latest Intel® processors at your disposal 
you'll be able to get everything done at once without slowing your laptop down. Work on 
your projects while streaming movies and music at the same time - you'll have the muscle 
power to do everything. Available in a variety of colours, sizes and finishes there’s sure to be 
a Surface Laptop for you.

Available in 13.5 and 15–inch variants, know that whichever you 
choose the Surface Laptop 3 is guaranteed to bring your photos 
and videos to life with its stunning PixelSense™ display, and with 
its touchscreen technology you’ll be interacting with them in 

ways like never before.

Return to contents page – click here
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Apple Macs

Apple Macs
Macs are popular for their stunning and iconic designs but 
there’s more going on behind their screens than just looks. 

macOS is the operating system that powers every Mac. 
It lets you do things you simply can’t do with other 
computers. That’s because it’s designed specifically for 
the hardware it runs on – and vice versa. With the new 
Apple M1 Chip every Mac with M1 is transformed into a 
completely different class of product. Until now, a Mac 
needed multiple chips to deliver all of its features — 
including the processor, I/O, security and memory. With M1, 
these technologies are combined into a single system on 
a chip (SoC), delivering a new level of integration for more 
simplicity, more efficiency and amazing performance.

On a Mac, everything is designed to work just the way 
you expect it to – from operating it with simple, intuitive 
gestures to asking Siri to find a file, to having your apps 
automatically update themselves. Whatever you set out 
to do on a Mac, there’s much less to learn and much more 
to accomplish.

Seamless Apple integration
Mac works with your other Apple devices in ways no 
other computer can. If you get a call on your iPhone, you 
can take it on your Mac. With Continuity Camera, you can 
use your iPhone to take a picture or scan a document 
nearby, and it will appear on your Mac. When you copy 
text or an image from one device, you can paste it into 
another with standard copy and paste commands. You 
can even unlock your Mac with your Apple Watch. No 
password typing required.

We offer an incredible range of Mac products from the 
unbelievably thin MacBook Air to the all-powerful iMac 
desktop, meaning there’s sure to be the perfect Apple 
experience waiting for you.

Return to contents page – click here

Discover the innovative world of Apple with the latest Mac computers

Apple Macs Iconic designs meet innovative tech allowing 
you to take your computer experience to the 
next level
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Apple Macs

MacBook Pro
The Apple M1 chip gives the new 13-inch MacBook Pro speed and power beyond belief. With up to 
2.8x CPU performance. Up to 5x the graphics speed. Apple's most advanced Neural Engine for up 
to 11x faster machine learning. And up to 20 hours of battery life — the longest of any Mac ever. 
Apple's most popular pro notebook has been taken to a whole new level.

With the brilliant Retina display, images take on an incredible level of detail and realism. Text 
is sharp and clear. Bright LED backlighting delivers deep blacks and bright whites. P3 wide 
colour brings even more vibrant greens and reds than sRGB. And every MacBook Pro features 
True Tone technology, so the white balance automatically adjusts to match the 
colour temperature of the light around you — for a more natural 
viewing experience.

iMac
The vision behind iMac has never wavered: transform 
the desktop experience by fitting powerful, easy-to-
use technology into an elegant, all-in-one design. The 
new iMac takes that idea to the next level – giving you 

even more amazing tools to do just about anything. 

iMac is packed with the latest processors, faster 
memory and phenomenal graphics. All coming to life 
on the brightest, most vibrant Retina display ever on a 
Mac. With 1 billion colours and 500 nits of brightness, 
graphics leap off the screen. It’s the total package – 

powered up.

MacBook Air
Power. It's in the Air. Apple's thinnest, lightest 
notebook, has been completely transformed by 
the all new Apple M1 chip. With CPU speeds up to 
3.5x faster. GPU speeds up to 5x faster. The most 
advanced Apple Neural Engine yet for up to 9x faster 
machine learning. The longest battery life ever in a 
MacBook Air. And a silent, fanless design. This much 
power has never been this ready to go.

Images take on new levels of detail on the brilliant 
13.3-inch, 2560x1600-resolution Retina display. Text 
is sharp and clear. Colours are more vibrant than ever. 
And the glass goes right to the edge of the enclosure, 
so nothing takes away from your gorgeous view.

Introducing the Touch Bar – a 
Multi-Touch-enabled strip of 
glass built into the keyboard 
that allows for instant access 
to the tools needed, right 
when they’re needed – saving 
time and keystrokes. Added 
Touch ID allows for fast, easy 
authentication for secure logins 
and purchases. 

Return to contents page – click here

Mac mini
Measuring at 19.7cm in width and depth, and just 
3.6cm in height. When we say 'mini' we really mean it. 

In addition to being a great desktop computer, Mac 
mini powers everything from home automation to 
film production. And now with the Apple M1 chip this 
do-it-all desktop enters a whole other dimension. 
With up to 3x faster CPU performance. Up to 6x faster 
graphics. And Apple's most advanced Neural Engine 
for up to 15x faster machine learning. Get ready to 
work, play and create on Mac mini with speed and 

power beyond anything you ever imagined. 
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Smart TVs
OLED or QLED? 43-Inch or 65-inch? Choose from a wide 
range of stunning Full HD and 4K Ultra HD Smart TVs and 
find the perfect entertainment solution for any room in 
your home.

We offer huge a range of the latest televisions from 
leading manufacturers including LG, Samsung and 
Toshiba. With sizes ranging from 32-inch all the way up 
to a staggering 86-inch if you really want to bring that 
cinema experience home.

Which TV is right for me?
OLED, QLED, LED, UHD, HDR with so many terms it can be 
hard to know where to begin when selecting your new TV. 
Luckily we’re here to help break down some of this jargon 
and help you find the perfect new set for your situation.

4K otherwise known as Ultra High Definition or UHD has 
four times the pixel count as ‘normal’ HD 1080p which has 
become the standard in recent years. With a 4K TV you’ll 
be able to enjoy more detail and clarity in your picture.

HDR stands for High Dynamic Range. This technology 
may be built into some televisions and allows for greater 
image contrast. With HDR enabled content you’ll see 
deeper blacks and brighter whites on screen along with 
all the shades in-between.

OLED, QLED and LED all refer to the various competing 
display technologies and each offers its own advantages 
and disadvantages to navigate. 

LED and QLED TVs both use LED backlighting to generate 
the colours you see on screen leading to a much brighter 
image than is possible on an OLED TV. QLED TVs also add 
in a quantum dot layer which filters the light to produce 
more pure and saturated colours leading to truly eye-
popping images. 

OLED stands for Organic Light-Emitting Diode. These TVs 
are made of organic compounds that light up when fed 
electricity, and shut down completely without it. This 
allows them to adjust the luminosity of each of their 
pixels individually and turn them completely off to show 
pure blacks and infinite contrast, giving them exceptional 
picture quality with the deepest colour range possible.

Smart TVsReturn to contents page – click here

Bring the cinema experience into your living room with the latest 4K TVs

Smart TVs Bring the cinema experience home with the 
our range of TVs offering incredible picture 
quality
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Smart TVs

LG OLED TV
Bask in the staggering, colour-rich realism of 4K HDR 
OLED picture with LG’s outstanding OLED range. 
Beautifully thin OLED panels, pin-sharp 4K UHD 
resolution and stunning HDR colour-scape combine 
to create an awe-inspiring picture. Powered by the 
Alpha 9 processor, enjoy Perfect Colour on Perfect 
Black with incredible clarity. 

Use LG’s award-winning webOS Smart platform 
to stream content from apps including Netflix and 
Amazon Prime, interact by voice with its intelligent 
Thinq AI, and navigate with the intuitive Magic Remote.

Samsung UHD TV
Experience exceptional picture quality and 
crystal clear, lifelike colour with Samsung’s UHD 
TVs with Dynamic Crystal Colour technology. 
With more than one billion colours – 64 times 
more than conventional UHD TVs – the Dynamic 
Crystal Colour display delivers picture-perfect  

results every time. 

Access a world of online entertainment via 
Samsung’s Smart Hub and connect to your favourite 
streaming services without the need for an external 
device. Your favourite shows are only ever a couple 

of clicks away.

Samsung QLED TV
Discover pure colour in a whole new light with Samsung’s QLED range. Samsung’s QLED 
screens are at the cutting edge of home visual entertainment, with a picture quality that will 
take your breath away. QLED, a refinement of their Quantum Dot technology, delivers UHD 
Premium picture quality for jaw-dropping colour and a flawlessly realistic HDR picture of the 
highest luminance and exceptionally deep blacks.

QLED stands for Quantum-dot Light-Emitting Diode. These LED TVs 
include an advanced and highly durable quantum dot layer, which 
enhances picture quality. This layer is combined with a special blue LED 
to create the purest white light possible, which means QLED TVs deliver 
the highest brightness levels currently on the market. Plus, QLED offers 
the largest colour palette with billions of shades, compared to millions 
in a standard LED TV, so the experience is closer to being at the cinema.

LG NanoCell TV
NanoCell TV is LG's most advanced LED TV, delivering 
superior picture quality with enhanced RGB colour 
purity. NanoCell technology enhances the purity of 
colour using about 1nm nanoparticles that purify 
colours by filtering out dull colours and enhancing 
the purity of the RGB spectrum. 

LG AI TV expands your AI experience, get answers 
to questions and control smart home appliances all 
through the power of your voice. With just a simple 
voice request, LG AI TV can make suggestions by 
learning your viewing habits and patterns.

Return to contents page – click here
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Return to contents page – click here Games consoles

Games consoles
Whether it’s defending the planet against aliens, racing 
to the finish line in your dream sports car or leading your 
favourite football team to premier league victory, we’re 
sure to have the ideal games console to suit you.

Visit new worlds from the comfort of your couch or take 
them with you on the road. The Nintendo Switch lets you 
play anywhere, anytime, with anyone. A unique blend of 
home console and handheld device.

A new generation of games is here
Play blockbuster experiences on PlayStation 5 or the Xbox 
Series X|S consoles. These next generation machines 
offer incredible graphics, super fast loading and much 
more. They're also backwards compatible with previous 
generation games meaning there's an extensive library of 
exciting experiences ready and waiting. Connect to the 
internet and jump online with friends or foes across the 
globe for some serious multiplayer fun.

On Xbox Series X and PlayStation 5 experience true 4K 
gaming at a silky smooth 60 FPS (Frames Per Second) 
with the ability to push upwards of 120 FPS and 8K on 
select titles. You can also enjoy the benefits of a built in 
4K Blu-ray player for the ultimate cinema experience.

The Xbox Series S offers next-gen performance in the 
smallest Xbox ever. With more dynamic worlds and faster 
loading times, this all-digital console offers a great value 
entry point to the latest generation.

The latest devices offer more than just gaming – stream 
the biggest movies, hottest TV shows and latest 
videos from Netflix, Amazon, YouTube and a host of 
entertainment apps.

Bring games to life with our VR gaming bundles and VR 
accessories. Be at the centre of an incredible gaming 
universe with added depth and realism, and experience 
a new way to play.

We offer a host of gaming bundles with extra controllers, 
games and accessories so you’ll be ready to play straight 
out of the box.

Fun for the whole family at home or on the move with the latest games consoles

Games consoles Immerse yourself in amazing experiences 
at home or on the go with the latest games 
consoles
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Xbox Series X
Power your dreams with the all-new Xbox Series X, 
the most powerful Xbox console yet, fine-tuned 
for the ultimate next-gen experience. With four 
times the processing power of the Xbox One, 
Series  X is ready to take your gaming experience 
to the next level. Experience super smooth frame 

rates up to 120 FPS at a crisp 4K resolution. 

From future adventures, to current obsessions, 
to classic titles, thousands of favourites across 
four generations of Xbox look and play best on 

Xbox Series X.

Nintendo Switch
Nintendo Switch is designed to go wherever you 
do, transforming from home console to portable 
system in a snap. So you get more time to play the 
games you love, however you like. 

Dock the console to experience HD gaming on your 
TV, and use the Joy-Con to play. The detachable 
Joy-Con controllers can be joined together for 
solo play or shared among friends for some serious 
multiplayer fun! 

When you’re ready to move attach the Joy-Con to 
the console and leave the TV behind to take gaming 
on the go. 

Nintendo Switch Lite
Nintendo Switch Lite is the console for gamers on 
the go. A dedicated handheld only device capable of 
playing home console quality games wherever life 

may take you. 

Nintendo Switch Lite is designed to support all 
Nintendo Switch games that feature a handheld 
mode. The streamlined design makes it easy to pack 
up and play in the park, on the train or wherever life 
may take you. Available in a variety of vibrant colours 

there's bound to be Switch Lite to fit your style.

PlayStation 5
Play Has No Limits with PlayStation 5. Experience lightning fast loading with an ultra-high 
speed SSD, deeper immersion with support for haptic feedback, adaptive triggers and 3D Audio, 
and an all-new generation of incredible PlayStation games.

With support for 8K output and frame rates up 120 FPS, PlayStation 5 
is not just for the here and now but ready for the future as well. 
The ultra-high speed SSD can pull data so quickly load times 
are near instant and games can be designed in ways 
never before possible.

Games consolesReturn to contents page – click here

Hold the next generation of 
gaming in your hands, with 
the PlayStation 5 DualSense 
controller. The PS5 DualSense 
controller has been beautifully 
crafted to give you an incredibly 
intuitive playing experience.

Discover a deeper, highly 
immersive gaming experience 
that brings the action to life 
in the palm of your hands. The 
DualSense wireless controller 
offers haptic feedback, dynamic 
adaptive triggers, and a built-in 
microphone, all integrated into 
an iconic comfortable design.
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Digital audio
Amplify your home entertainment with our range of 
digital audio equipment from high-end manufacturers 
including Apple, Bang & Olufsen, Beats, Bowers & Wilkins, 
JBL and Sonos.

Enjoy music on the move with our range of high-quality 
in-ear and on-ear headphones. Experience incredible 
acoustic performance and unrivalled sound with a 
lightweight, comfortable design. Grab a pair of wireless 
headphones for true freedom of movement, perfect for 
working out. Connect them to your Smartphone or even 
your Smart Watch and enjoy your favourite tunes on the 
move without ever worrying about wires.

Also on offer are a great range of stylish, ultra-
portable personal speakers, designed to take your tunes 
wherever you go and play them out there in crystal-
clear Hi-Fi clarity.

Home cinema for music lovers
Sonos is the wireless home sound system that fills as 
many rooms as desired with epic sound for all your films, 
games and TV shows. And it streams music, too. For 
those times when all you need is a good tune. No wires or 
complicated programming. Just tap the Sonos app and 
it does the rest. Stream via Wi-Fi. Play different tunes in 
different rooms at the same time. Or share one song, in 
perfect sync, all throughout your house for an intense, 
pulse-pounding experience.

The Sonos app helps you quickly search through all your 
services to track down your favourite music, play it and 
adjust the volume in different rooms throughout the 
home. You don’t even have to be in the same room as a 
speaker. And if your friends have the Sonos app, they can 
do the same.

Digital audioReturn to contents page – click here

Transform your home cinema experience with soundbars and more...

Digital audio Fill your home with stereophonic sound or take 
it with you with the latest audio devices
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Sonos Move
The durable, battery-powered smart speaker 
for outdoor and indoor listening. Get brilliant 
sound anywhere with the weatherproof and 
drop-resistant Move. Control with your voice, 
the Sonos app, and Apple AirPlay 2 at home, and 
stream via Bluetooth when Wi-Fi isn't available.

Experience surprisingly deep bass, a wide 
soundscape, and automatic Trueplay™ tuning 
that perfectly balances the sound for where 
you are and what you're listening to.

Sonos Arc Soundbar
Bring all your entertainment to life with the brilliantly 
realistic sound of Arc, featuring Dolby Atmos. Experience 
shows, movies, and games with the precise and 
immersive sound of Dolby Atmos. Arc's upward-firing 
speaker drivers create a multi-dimensional soundstage 
that moves around you, rendering every whisper and 

explosion with dramatic clarity, detail, and depth.

No need to plug Move in. Set the speaker on the 
included indoor charging base for quick power 
whilst you listen, and get power wherever you 
need it with an additional 
charging base.

Apple AirPods Pro
AirPods Pro have been designed to deliver Active Noise 
Cancellation for immersive sound, Transparency mode 
so you can hear your surroundings and a customisable 
fit for all-day comfort. Just like AirPods, AirPods Pro 
connect like magic to your iPhone or Apple Watch. 
And they’re ready to use straight out of the case.

The Wireless Charging Case delivers over 24 hours 
of battery life to keep you and your AirPods Pro on 
the go. When the battery is low, AirPods Pro send a 
notification to your iPhone letting you know it's time 
to charge.

Apple AirPods Max
Introducing AirPods Max — a perfect balance of 
exhilarating high-fidelity audio and the effortless 
magic of AirPods. The ultimate personal listening 

experience is here.

AirPods Max combine high-fidelity audio with 
industry-leading Active Noise Cancellation to deliver 
an unparalleled listening experience. The over-ear 
headphone has been completely reimagined. From 
cushion to canopy, AirPods Max are designed for an 
uncompromising fit that creates the optimal acoustic 
seal for many different head shapes — fully immersing 

you in every sound.

Samsung Galaxy Buds Live
With their jewellery-like design and reflective metallic 
finish, Samsung Galaxy Buds Live are stylish, iconic and 
designed to turn heads. But it’s not just style for style’s 
sake – they’re ergonomically crafted for superior 
comfort and a snug fit, so you can wear them all day 
and really lose yourself in your music.

With sound backed up by Grammy Award-winning AKG 
technology, you can be sure that you’ll hear the treble, 
feel the bass, and lose yourself in immersive sound. 
And Active Noise Cancellation lets you control how 
much background sound you can hear – so don’t worry 
about not hearing your stop on the train.

Digital audioReturn to contents page – click here
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Smart watches
The latest smart watches from Apple, Samsung and Fitbit 
combine cutting edge technology with designer style, 
updating the classic wrist watch with more features and 
uses than ever before. Whether you’re looking to keep on 
top of your fitness or your social media, the latest smart 
watches can do it all and so much more.

They can make a fantastic companion to your 
Smartphone, allowing you to take calls, receive messages 
and listen to your favourite music – all from your wrist. 
With smart assistants Siri (on Apple devices) or Bixby (on 
Samsung) use the power of your voice to search the web, 
get directions or ask for the latest headlines.

Stay healthy with a host of fitness features. Track your 
steps, count calories and monitor your sleep patterns to 
ensure you’re living life to the fullest. From simple nudges 
to stand up and drink water to competitions with friends, 
there are plenty of features to get you motivated. 

Leave your phone at home
With a cellular smartwatch you get all the same fantastic 
features but without the need to be tethered to your 
Smartphone. Allowing you to remain connected and 
reachable wherever you are, combine it with Apple Pay 
or Google Pay (Android phones) you can even leave your 
wallet behind.

Apple Watch Series 6 inspires you to live a healthier life by 
helping you manage everything from everyday stress to 
calories burned. At the same time, it lets you check your 
heart rate and notifies you if it’s above or below your 
specified threshold. And that sense of security now goes 
a step further with Fall Detection and Emergency SOS. 
Apple Watch has your back – as well as your heart.

Smart watchesReturn to contents page – click here

The latest smart watches do so much more than tell the time and they look good doing it

Smart watches These watches do a whole lot more than tell 
the time and look good doing it
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Smart watches

Fitbit Ace 2
Fitbit’s swimproof activity tracker for kids 6+, Ace 2 
makes family time more fun. To the playground 
and beyond, kids need an activity tracker that’s as 
resilient as they are. It’s full of motivating challenges, 
up to five days of battery, sleep tracking and inspiring 

ways to connect with parents, siblings and friends. 

There’s nothing more meaningful than building 
healthy habits together, and Ace 2 is the perfect 
way to get the whole family moving in a way that’s 

rewarding and fun.

Samsung Galaxy Watch3
Control your day from your wrist. Galaxy Watch3 lets 
you check your schedule, message your mates, and 
pay for your morning coffee without reaching for 
your phone or wallet.

Take your pick of two sizes, 45mm or 41mm, each 
with a face you won't soon forget. Outlined in a 
subtle rotating bezel, it's easier to see and focus on 
what matters with an even bigger screen. Galaxy 
Watch3 is thinner and lighter than its predecessor, 
with a sophisticated look and slimmed down 
frame. Galaxy Watch3's design is polished off with 
a premium genuine leather strap that screams both 
style and quality.

Fitbit Sense
Fitbit Sense is the advanced health smartwatch that 
helps you tune in to your body with tools for stress 
management, heart health, SpO2, skin temperature 
and more. With a 6+ day battery life you can get a 
weeks worth of health and fitness tracking without 
stopping for a charge. When you finally do get low on 
juice the fast charging function means you can get a 

full days fuel in just 12 minutes.

Fitbit Sense is more than health and fitness. Take calls, 
get notifications and even use Fitbit Pay to make 
contactless payments – no phone or wallet necessary. 

Apple Watch Series 6
Track your workouts and activity more precisely 
than ever — in the water, at the gym or on the 
road. With Apple Watch Series 6 the future of 
health is on your wrist. Measure your blood 
oxygen level with a revolutionary new sensor 
and app. Take an ECG anytime, anywhere. 
See your fitness metrics at a glance with 
the enhanced Always-On Retina display. Go 
to new heights, lengths and depths with 
GPS, real-time elevation and the built-in 
compass for navigation. Close your Activity 
rings for a healthier day. And stay inspired 
to keep moving by streaming music, 
podcasts and audiobooks from your watch.

With Apple Watch Series 6 on your wrist, a 
healthier, more active, more connected life 
is within reach.

Apple Watch SE
Apple Watch SE has everything you've 

come to love and expect from Apple 
Watch. Created with the same design 
and larger-size Retina display as 
Series  6, so you can see more at a 
glance. Advanced sensors allow you to 
track all your fitness and workout goals. 

And powerful features are on hand to 
keep you healthy and safe. You also get 

calls, messages and music right on your 
wrist. Apple Watch SE is a lot of watch for 

a lot less than you expected.

Return to contents page – click here
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Smartphones
Talk, text, browse and play with the latest must-have 
Smartphones from world-class leading manufacturers 
including Apple and Samsung.

Smartphones are getting a whole lot smarter. With Siri, 
Google assistant and Bixby installed your phone now 
becomes your personal assistant. Check the weather, 
make an appointment, get directions and more. Just ask.

Many of the latest Smartphones allow you to make 
contactless payments directly from your device. 
Secured with a fingerprint, or even a scan of your face (on  
newer iPhone models).

Rewrite the rules of photography
You no longer need an expensive DSLR to take stunning 
photographs. The latest Smartphones come packing 
multiple cameras and advanced processing power, 
unlocking new creative possibilities and helping you 
capture incredible photos like a pro.

Download thousands of apps from gaming to mobile 
banking. Access and maximise all of your favourite 
social networks. Watch the latest releases from Netflix 
or Amazon Prime. Play a huge range of games online or 
off. All of these and so much more are in the palm of 
your hands.

All of our Smartphones are provided SIM free, so if you're 
already on the perfect network plan or are tied into a 
long-term contract, the latest mobile phones are never 
out of reach.

SmartphonesReturn to contents page – click here

Never miss a moment and stay connected on the latest smartphones

Smartphones Stay connected with our selection of exciting 
iOS and Android Smartphone devices
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Samsung Galaxy S21 Series
Made for the epic in everyday. Samsung Galaxy S21, 
S21+ and S21 Ultra will ensure you never miss that 
perfect shot again. With revolutionary 8K Video 
Snap changing how you capture not just video but 
photography – and 5G changing the way you share it. 
Add in an intelligent battery, powerful processor and 
massive storage – and the Galaxy S21 series unveils a 
whole new world for mobile.

With a 40MP selfie camera and a 108MP wide-angle 
lens with upto 100x zoom the S21 Ultra is ready to take 
mobile photography to the next level.

iPhone SE
The iPhone SE, packs a remarkably powerful chip 
into Apple's most popular sized handset at their 
most affordable price yet. It’s just what you’ve been 

waiting for.

With the state of the art A13 Bionic chip (the same 
used in the iPhone 11 Pro) you can expect super fast 
fluid performance when you need it and increased 
power conservation when you don't. The A13 Bionic 
pairs with the SE's advanced camera system to 
bring you Portrait mode, which artfully blurs the 
background to put the focus on your subject — even 

when you’re taking selfies.

iPhone 12 and 12 mini
iPhone 12 pushes everything forward with superfast 5G. A14 Bionic, the fastest chip 
in a smartphone. A new dual-camera system. And a beautiful Super Retina XDR display, 
so you can see everything in vivid detail. Plus it's now available in two perfect sizes. The 
iPhone 12 mini packs all of the same great features as its larger counterpart into a much 
smaller form factor – making it, 'The world’s smallest, thinnest and lightest 5G phone.'

Samsung Galaxy Note20
One of the first to merge a pen with a phone, 
Galaxy Note puts a whole new world in your pocket. 
As we face a new normal, life demands a new kind 
of device. This is not a smartphone as you know it. 
This is a computer in your pocket. This is next-level 
gaming on mobile. This is a pro-grade 8K camera and 
editing suite. This is Galaxy Note20.

With the S Pen you can transform the way you work 
on the go. S Pen offers groundbreakingly low latency 
to provide an incredibly realistic pen experience 
packed with incredible features.

iPhone 12 Pro and 12 Pro Max
5G goes Pro with the new iPhone 12 Pro and Pro max. Featuring the Apple A14 Bionic, the 
first 5-nanometre chip in the industry, with advanced components literally atoms wide. 
The Pro camera system takes low-light photography to the next level – with an even 
bigger jump on iPhone 12 Pro Max. And Ceramic Shield delivers four times better drop 
performance. The next generation iPhone has officially arrived.

SmartphonesReturn to contents page – click here
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Smart home
Make your house a smart home with our range of clever 
home automation and security devices.

Ever left home and got that horrible feeling that maybe 
you left the iron on? With a set of smart plugs you’ll 
never have to worry again – just open the app on your 
phone and turn the plug off remotely from anywhere in 
the world.

If you’re tired of coming back to a cold home or sick of 
wasting energy and money by leaving the heating on all 
day then a smart thermostat system could be a valuable 
addition to your home. Not only can you easily control the 
temperature from your phone or other smart device, the 
new Nest Learning Thermostat will actually get to know 
your routine and adjust energy usage accordingly. As you 
turn the temperature up and down, it gradually learns 
your schedule and will customise your heating and hot 
water so it’s on when you need it and off when you don’t.

Your hands-free helper
Grab a smart assistant from Amazon, Apple or Google 
and you’ll open up a whole world of ever-expanding 
smart features with the power of your voice. Looking for 
cooking tips? Want to know the day’s headlines? Need to 
add to your shopping list? Do all of these and so much 
more. Most even feature high quality speakers so you can 
enjoy your favourite music, just ask.

Stay secure with our selection of smart home security 
devices. We have a range of smart video doorbells 
and security cameras so you can monitor your home 
from anywhere in the world. Get instant alerts on your 
smart device whenever anyone presses your doorbell 
or triggers a motion sensor. You can even see, hear and 
speak to visitors from your Smartphone, tablet or PC.

Smart homeReturn to contents page – click here

Stay safe, connected and in control with the latest smart home innovations

Smart home The home of the future is no longer so out of 
reach with the latest smart home gadgets
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Apple HomePod Mini
Jam-packed with innovation, HomePod mini delivers 
unexpectedly big sound for a speaker of its size. At 
just under 8.5 centimetres tall, it takes up almost no 
space but fills the entire room with rich, 360-degree 

audio that sounds amazing from every angle.

Siri is your do-it-all intelligent assistant that 
puts HomePod mini at the centre of your family’s 
activities. Whether you need a hand with a wide 
variety of everyday tasks, want easy control over 
your smart home accessories or simply want to hear 

your favourite song — just ask Siri.

Philips Hue smart lighting
Discover the amazing things you can do with white 
and coloured light, now with even richer colours for 
better scene setting. Sync with music and movies 
– extend your TV viewing experience to the whole 
room, or sync light to your favourite music and enjoy 
every beat. 

Light up your gaming and take your games to the next 
level. Philips hue lights can sync to your games for 
an immersive gaming session. The lights respond to 
events in the game for an intense experience.

Philips Hue is compatible with Apple HomePod, 
Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, and more.

Ring smart security
With Ring, you can monitor your home from your 
Smartphone, tablet or PC. Every Ring device features 
a wide-angle lens and a built-in microphone and 
speaker, so you can see, hear and speak to anyone on 

your property from anywhere. 

Ring’s customizable motion sensors let you focus-
in on the most important areas of your home. You’ll 
get instant alerts as soon as Ring detects motion, so 
you’ll always be the first to know when anyone steps 

foot on your property.

Smart home

Amazon Echo Studio
Meet Echo Studio. You've never heard an Echo like this before. Echo Studio creates an 
immersive, 3-dimensional soundscape, wrapping you in studio-quality audio from every 
direction. Human ears care where sound is coming from. Echo Studio turns that evolutionary 
truth into a revolutionary advantage. Five strategically positioned speakers generate room-
filling sound, sending different parts of the song to your ears from different directions. It's 
music as the artist intended, as immersive as it is expansive.

Amazon Echo Dot
The all-new Echo Dot is here. Amazon's 
most popular smart speaker has a sleek, 
compact design that fits perfectly into 
small spaces. It delivers crisp vocals and 
balanced bass for full sound you can enjoy 
anywhere in your home.

Make your life easier at home with help 
from Alexa. Set timers, ask questions, add 
items to lists, and create reminders. Access 
tens of thousands of Alexa skills, all using 
just your voice.

Echo Show 8 connects to Alexa to give you 
rich stereo sound with vivid visuals on an 
8-inch HD screen. See on-screen lyrics 
with Amazon Music. Set alarms and timers. 
Display your favourite photos. Check 
weather and traffic as you head out. Catch 

up on news highlights.

You can call almost anyone hands-free, 
including making video calls. Call UK 
mobile and residential numbers, other 

Echo devices, the Alexa app and Skype.

Amazon Echo Show 8

Return to contents page – click here
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Health and wellbeing
On the walk to work, in the weights room or on the last 
mile – every moment matters. When meeting fitness 
goals, steps are just the beginning. Get the most from 
workouts, improve lifestyle or simply monitor daily 
activity with our fantastic range of fitness wearables. 

Set up competitions with your friends and family to get 
everyone motivated and thinking about their health. 
Share your activity easily and complete challenges. It’s 
time to make fitness fun!

The Fitbit app can be downloaded for free on all of your 
smart devices and connects with your Fitbit products 
to open up a whole new world of fitness and health 
management. Get the guidance and tools you need to 
stay on track toward nutrition and weight goals. Work 
toward your ideal weight by choosing a goal like Lose, 
Gain or Maintain, and get Calorie Coaching on your 
calories in vs out. Stay inspired on your fitness journey 
by sharing stats, earning badges and challenging friends 
and family.

It's more than just counting steps
Get a set of Fitbit Aria 2 smart scales to take your health 
tracking to the next level. Track weight, BMI and more, 
then easily sync your stats to your phone to view your 
progress over time.

Put your health in your hands with our selection of 
personal healthcare equipment from Omron. Accurately 
measure your blood pressure with a smart Blood 
Pressure Monitor. Efficiently treat respiratory conditions 
with a nebuliser. Effectively relieve back, shoulders, 
joints and muscles pain drug free with the help of an 
electronic pain reliever.

Health and wellbeingReturn to contents page – click here

Put your health in the palm of your hands with the latest gadgets

Health and wellbeing Put your health in the palm of your hands and 
find new ways to keep on top of your game 
with these devices
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Health and wellbeing

Omron M7 Intelli IT Blood 
Pressure Monitor
The Omron M7 Intelli IT features the latest innovation 
in blood pressure accuracy, allowing for accurate 
measurements in any position on the upper arm. 
With standard cuffs, 1-in-3 people measure their 
blood pressure incorrectly. M7 Intelli IT’s Intelli Wrap 
Cuff ensures 360˚ accuracy in any position around 
your upper arm. Sync your readings with the Omron 
connect app to track your results, monitor your 
progress, and get a deeper understanding of your 
health over time.

Ring Fit Adventure
Ring Fit Adventure is here to make fitness fun! This new 
type of adventure game coming to Nintendo Switch, 
uses unique accessories that detect and measure the 
player’s real-world movements and turn them into  

in-game actions.

The unique new Ring-Con and Leg Strap accessories 
enable players to explore and battle in the game world 

using the power of real-world exercise.

The game box includes Ring Fit Adventure game, plus 
the Ring-Con and Leg Strap accessories. Nintendo 

Switch console and Joy-Cons sold separately.

Fitbit Aria Air Smart Scales
Get a more complete picture of your health with the 
Fitbit Aria Air smart scale. This easy to use smart scale 
displays your weight and syncs it to the Fitbit app 
where you can view your BMI, track your trends over 
time and see how things like activity and nutrition 
impact your goals. 

Aria Air allows multiple users to measure their weight 
when their phone is connected to the scale. Just 
open the Fitbit app, step on the scale and Aria Air will 
display your weight and sync to your Fitbit account 
over Bluetooth.

Fitbit Charge 4
Fitbit Charge 4 reveals insights about your body, your fitness and everything in between – 
because the better you know yourself, the better you can be. Connect Charge 4 with the 
GPS on your phone to see real-time stats, calls, texts and app alerts. Designed to be both 
stylish and practical you won’t want to take it off, and with a seven day battery life, you’ll 

rarely have to!

Fitbit Inspire 2
The Fitbit Inspire 2 Health and Fitness Tracker has been designed to help you live a healthier 
lifestyle, by motivating you to hit your weight and fitness goals. Every part of your day 
matters – track steps, distance, calories burned and even your sleep. With up to 10 days 
battery on your wrist, Inspire 2 keeps the inspiration coming day and night for over a week 
without having to stop for a charge.

Return to contents page – click here
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Small domestic 
appliances and 
garden equipment
Get your grass looking greener and your patio looking 
cleaner with our range of garden equipment from 
Kärcher. We offer a huge range of outdoor maintenance 
equipment from leading brand Kärcher including lawn 
mowers and lawn trimmers, chainsaws, pressure 
washers and more. Kärcher are known for their high 
quality user friendly equipment that will make light work 
of your garden chores for years to come.

If you're looking to keep the interior of your house tidy 
too don't worry we've got you covered. The Kärcher 
FC 5 Cordless Premium Hard Floor Cleaner is the 
quick and easy way to wash your floors and vacuum 
up light debris simultaneously. 20% better cleaning 
performance compared to conventional mopping. The 
combination of the built-in vacuum function and super 
absorbent microfibre rollers leave your floors dry in just 
two minutes.

The latest technology with retro style
We offer a fantastic range of Smeg small appliances that 
are sure to bring some retro flare to your worktop. Smeg 
are known for their iconic style and are designed to add 
an extra level to both the aesthetics and performance in 
the kitchen. With toasters, kettles, coffee machines and 
more, available in a variety of colours – you can mix and 
match to compliment any decor or add a pop of colour to 
brighten up your day. 

Small domestic appliances and garden equipmentReturn to contents page – click here

Keep on top of your home maintenance with our fantastic range of home appliances

Small domestic appliances and garden equip-
ment

The perfect appliances to make your house 
into a home both indoors and outdoors
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Small domestic appliances and garden equipment

Kärcher LMO 18-36 
cordless lawn mower

The Kärcher LMO 18-36 is a battery-powered 
lawnmower with a wide cutting path and large grass 
catcher box designed to make light work of mowing 
the lawn. This machine's 2-in-1 mowing system 
gives you the flexibility to decide between collecting 
grass cuttings in the 45-litre box or distributing 
them evenly to fertilise your lawn chemical-free. 
Its sharp steel knife blade guarantees neat results, 
while a 36mm cutting width covers more area as 

you work.

Kärcher HGE 18-50 
cordless hedge trimmer
The Kärcher HGE 18-50 cordless hedge trimmer 
safely makes light work of trimming hedges and 
other garden pruning tasks. The HGE 18-50's 180° 
rotating handle stops your arms and shoulders 
getting tired while you're making vertical cuts, 
while the practical cutting sweeper clears away 
cuttings so you don't have to leave them on the 
bush. An anti-jam system stops the blade from 
being blocked, with a built-in blade protector to 
guard against building edges. A saw function takes 
on thicker branches with ease.

Kärcher K 4 Full Control 
pressure washer

The Kärcher K 4 Full Control pressure washer is a 
great addition to your tools. It will help you achieve 
amazing results, whether you are looking to clean 
your patio, car, wheelie bin, or more. The new full 
control system can help you find the right pressure 
setting for any situation, ensuring an optimal clean. 
The Full Control trigger gun and spray lances give 
you direct feedback as to the pressure setting you 
are on, ensuring you get the right pressure setting 

for the surface you are trying to clean.

Return to contents page – click here

Smeg toaster
The Smeg toaster combines 
ergonomics, functionality, 
and aesthetic balance. 
Breakfast, lunch, brunch, 
or snack - when you fall in 
love with the Smeg 50’s 
Style toaster, you’ll find 
every excuse to use it.

With its mix of technology 
and retro style, the 50’s 
Style kettle makes every 
moment special, from 
breakfast to afternoon tea, 
to relaxing in the evening. 
It boils water quickly, 

precisely and efficiently.

Smeg kettle

Smeg stand mixer
A cake to offer to your friends, the unique 
scent of home-baked bread or fresh 
pasta that will amaze your dinner guests. 
With the Smeg 50’s Style Stand Mixer, 
recipes take shape thanks to a reliable, 
robust and efficient assistant.

The Italian coffee making tradition finally 
conquers the domestic space, enchanting 
coffee lovers. Smeg Espresso Coffee Machine 
can be used with both ground coffee and 
paper pods, allowing you to choose amongst 
your favourite coffee roasters. Bring home 
all the taste and aroma of the coffee served 

at your favourite coffee shop.

Smeg coffee machine

At breakfast for a healthy 
smoothie, after a workout 
to revitalise yourself or at 
lunch to prepare a quick 
and simple soup, a Smeg 
blender perfectly blends 
ingredients of different 

textures to perfection.

Smeg blender
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The best of the rest
Enhance your technology package with a range of 
exciting accessories. 

Protect your laptop and carry it in style with one of our 
laptop bags. Stay productive with the latest Microsoft 
Office software. Scan and print beautiful high-quality 
photos with an all-in-one printer.

Audio enthusiasts can enhance their Sonos package 
with premium accessories from Flexson. Allowing you 
to perfectly position your Sonos speaker, whether it is 
by holding it at the ideal listening height with a premium 
floor stand or by angling the sound perfectly for your ear 
using wall mounts.

Grab an Apple TV 4K and watch all of your favourite 
films and TV programmes in amazing 4K HDR. It streams 
your favourite channels live. Has great content from 
apps like BBC iPlayer, ITV Hub, Amazon Prime Video and 
NOW TV. And thanks to Siri, you can control it all with 
just your voice.

Home improvement starts here
For those looking to do some home DIY we have a great 
selection of Makita power tools including the fantastic 
cordless combi drill and cordless jigsaw.

Automate your home electronics with the power of 
Lightwave. Switch smart sockets on or off, monitor 
your energy usage and automatically turn off devices 
to save power. Away from home? Set schedules for a 
smart plug-in socket to switch the radio or TV on, or use 
smart sockets to switch lamps on at certain times to 
simulate occupancy. Lightwave helps you to control your 
appliances wherever you are.

Return to contents page – click here The best of the rest

Take to the skies for some serious fun with the latest drones

The best of the rest We stock so many products this brochure 
could be twice the size! Here are a few more of 
our favourites
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The best of the rest

Epson projectors
Recreate the awe-inspiring cinema experience at 
home with our range of home projectors. 

Enjoy the big screen experience at home with access 
to the latest 4K content with the Epson 4K PRO-UHD 
home cinema projector. Featuring sharp images, 
and an incredibly high contrast ratio, all with great 
connectivity and easy set up.

Get an ultra-short throw projector and enjoy a 
picture as big as 130-inches with the projector mere 
centimeters the display area.

Digital photography
For those budding photographers we offer a 
selection of the latest digital cameras. Ranging from 
pocket sized action cams to professional style DSLRs 

with interchangeable lenses.

Take stunning high resolution photos and brilliant 4K 
video on the latest DSLR cameras. 

If you’re going on an adventure you’ll want the DJI 
Osmo Action, a pocket action camera that packs a 

punch and can take one too.

Print and share your memories on the go with the 
Canon Zoemini portable pocket printer.

DJI drones
Take to the skies for some serious fun with the latest, 
advanced drones. 

Take beautiful sweeping and steady footage with the 
DJI Mavic 2 Pro. DJI’s latest 3-axis gimbal technology 
found in the Mavic 2 ensures smooth, stable footage 
in just about any situation. 

The DJI Mavic Air 2 takes power and portability 
to the next level, offering advanced features in a 
compact form factor. Intelligent shooting functions 
and excellent image quality put aerial masterpieces 
within reach.

Return to contents page – click here The best of the rest

Car accessories
We offer a range of technology perfect for use in the car 
including: dash cameras, sat navs, smartphone cradles 

and in-car usb chargers.

Our range of dash cameras from Gamin are perfect for 
getting from A-B and all the way to Z should you need 
to. The Garmin Drive Assist 51LMT-D even comes with 
a built in dash camera to ensure you're covered for 

your whole journey.

The TA-8 wireless charging smartphone cradle from 
Veho features Qi fast wireless charging and an infrared 

sensor enabling one-handed mounting for easy use. 

Smart learning products
Keep the kids both educated and entertained with 
our range of smart learning product aimed at a 
variety of ages.

Learn to build and program your own robot with 
the Botzees Robotics Kit from Pai Technology. 
Botzees combines construction, creativity and 
coding to keep kids engaged and learning for hours.

Combine beautiful wooden toys with the magic of 
tablet technology using the smart learning range 
from Marbotic. Kids can learn letters, numbers 
and shapes whilst playing games, having fun and  
being engaged.

Makita power tools
If you're thinking of embarking on any home 
improvement project it's important to have the best 
tools for the job, luckily we offer a fantastic range of 

power tools from Makita to assist you.

Get the extremely versatile 18V Makita cordless Combi 
Drill. Powered by Makita's G-Series 18V Li-ion battery, 
it can reach a full charge in 60-minutes. The speed of 
the machine is controlled by an electronic variable 
speed trigger. It also features forward and reverse 
modes, electric brake and 16 torque settings when in 

screwdriver mode to ensure total control.
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If you like what you've read why not check out these other resources from Let's 
Connect or get in touch to speak to a member of our team directly.

More from Let's Connect

Contrary to what many think, providing your 
employees with a pay rise is not always the key to 
a happy and productive workforce. Research has 
shown that employee motivation is often driven by 
more than just money. Whilst a pay rise may delay 
your employees from looking for a job elsewhere, it’s 
unlikely to instill long term loyalty. 

Instead, you should look to offer employee benefits 
that are as diverse as your workforce. That doesn’t 
mean following the lead of the tech giants and 
offering extreme (and expensive!) perks. There are 
many employee benefits which will deliver great ROI 
and will not only delight a diverse workforce but also 
your finance manager.

Click here to download your free copy

5 Benefits that delight your employees  
and your Finance Manager

Digital transformation is not simply about 
correcting an imbalance in digital skills or investing 
in new technology, it’s a journey of strategic, 
planned organisational change designed to 
create new, sustainable competitive advantage 
for an organisation. Employees with a “digital-
first” mindset will help drive an organisation’s 
performance through innovation and agility. Read 
our guide and ensure that it’s not your employees 
who get left behind in the digital revolution.

Click here to download your FREE copy

Digital Transformation 
Are you being left behind?

If you'd like to contact us to find out how 
technology benefits can improve your employee 
value proposition there are a number of ways to 
do so:

Call us on 01527 912 529 (Monday - Friday: 9:00am 
- 5:30) and speak to a member of the team directly.

Email us at hello@lets-connect.com with your 
enquiry and we'll get back to you as soon as we can.

Or visit www.lets-connect.com anytime online to 
learn more about the Let's Connect benefit, view 
our other resources and use our simple contact 
form to get in touch.

Contact us

High levels of employee engagement can bring a 
wealth of benefits to an organisation, hence its 
widespread focus in management practice since the 
2000s. However, many of today’s leading organisations 
are realising that employee engagement is simply 
the outcome; it’s the end result of providing your 
employees with a great experience (EX). Considering 
that around two-thirds of the UK’s workforce say 
they are unhappy and unmotivated at work, these 
organisations understand that shifting their focus 
now to improve the holistic employee experience is 
essential to their continued success.

In this guide, we look at ways to provide a positive 
employee experience that will engage people and 
build long-lasting loyalty to your business.

Click here to download your FREE copy

Forget the Engagement: 
Are you giving good employee experience?

Please note – actual product range may differ depending on scheme design, employee spending limit and employer preferences. The 
range is constantly reviewed to ensure the latest products are offered.

More from Let's ConnectReturn to contents page – click here

More from Let's Connect If you like what you've read why not check out 
more from Let's Connect or get in touch?
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Visit: www.lets-connect.com

Email us: hello@lets-connect.com

Call us: 01527 912 529 
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